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Having studied the average relationships one may want to learn about the
variations among cycle turns and among indicators. Tables 3 and 4 tell the
story.
Perhaps the most important feature brought out in these tables is the
regularity with which all the indicators turn near all business cycle turns. Out
of 164 comparisons there are only 7 instances in the deviation cycles and 6 in
step cycles when an indicator fails to turn in the neighborhood of a business
cycle turn. Even these few cases occurred almost exclusively at the two
terminal turns (Table 4, column 7). The close correspondence between
indicator cycles and business cycles is further reflected in the timing of the
turns. About 50percent of all indicators turn within three months from the
corresponding business turns and the average distance of all indicators from
business turns is only four to five months (Table 4, column 10).
Comparison among the eight business cycle turns shows a distinct
difference between upturns and downturns. Dispersion of indicator turns
around upturns is smaller than around downturns. The average deviation of
indicator upturns at the four business upturns is 3.7 months, that of indicator
•downturns at the four business downturns is 5.8 months (based on Table 3,
last lines).29
The differences in timing among the twenty-one indicators are also of
interest. Judging by the number of leads and lags and by median leads and
lags at business cycle turns, we find that thirteen indicators tend to coincide
roughly with business cycles. Two indicators, stock market prices and imports
of semimanufactures, show a distinct tendency to lead. On the other hand,
four series tend to lag: wages, personal income, disposable income and
commodity prices. The irregular behaviour of the two remaining series defies
generalization. Not surprisingly, these are the series depicting month-to-
month changes, in inventories, and in lending respectively.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the timing of the German indicators
to their counterparts in the United States. In evaluating this comparison one
must keep in mind that (1) most German indicators are defined differently
29Please note that the somewhat larger average deviations of step cycles as
compared to deviation cycles merely reflect our choice of deviation cycles for business
cycle turns.
28Individual Turns and Indicators
than the corresponding U.S. ones; (2) the time period covered differs between
the two set of measures with U.S. timing measures pertaining to varying
periods; (3) the cycle concepts and the methods used to set specific and
reference turns differ between the German and the U.S. cycles.
In view of all this, the similarity both of the ordering and of the
magnitude of median leads and lags is certainly striking (Table 5). It indicates
the close relations between the two cycle concepts and dating methods.
The only series with distinctly different timing in the two economies
are prices and incomes, especially wage incomes. The turns in these indicators
tend to coincide with U.S. business cycle turns and to lag at German ones,
whether upturns or downturns.
In part, at least, the income lag may be due to the hoarding of labor
connected with the tightness of the German labor market. (This is reflected
also in the small lags of the employment indicator.) Labor union policies may
be another contributing factor.3°Regarding prices, it may be noted that
formerly wholesale prices lagged in the U.S. as well, particularly at upturns,
and consumer prices continue to do so; A priori, one expects prices to lag and
the recent coincidence in the U.S. seems to call for an explanation rather than
the lag in Germany.
301am indebted to Dr. W.H. Strigel, Director, IFO-Inslitut fuer Wirtschafts-
forschung, for clarifying this point.
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o
r
s
 
o
f
 
B
u
s
i
n
e
s
s
 
E
x
p
a
n
s
i
o
n
s
 
a
n
d
 
C
o
n
t
r
a
c
t
i
o
n
s
,
 
O
c
c
a
s
i
o
n
a
l
 
P
a
p
e
r
 
1
0
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,
 
N
e
w
 
Y
o
r
k
,
 
N
B
E
R
,
 
1
9
6
7
,
 
A
p
p
e
n
d
i
x
E
,
 
c
o
l
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2
.
 
U
.
S
.
 
t
i
m
i
n
g
 
o
f
 
u
n
n
u
m
b
e
r
e
d
 
s
e
r
i
e
s
,
 
f
r
o
m
 
N
B
E
R
 
f
i
l
e
s
.
D
C
 
=
D
e
v
i
a
t
i
o
n
c
y
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l
e
s
.
S
C
 
=
S
t
e
p
c
y
c
l
e
s
.